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Our Mission
Develop innovative technologies, advance business cases, and inform international 
policies that reduce orbital debris and support long-term, sustainable use of space.

Our Vision

Safe and sustainable development of space for the benefit of future generations.



Services across all orbits

END-OF-LIFE
for defunct satellites pre-engineered for servicing

IN SITU SSA/INSPECTION 
to diagnose and characterize objects

LIFE EXTENSION 
to keep GEO satellites in operation after fuel depletion

ACTIVE DEBRIS REMOVAL 
of large, non-prepared threatening debris currently in orbit

Astroscale is the company 
dedicated to providing 

on-orbit services across all orbits
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How do we get there?

• Technology
•

• Policy
•

• Economics
•

Space 
Sustainability

Technology

Policy

Economics



Orbits are already unsustainable due to debris
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Image: © NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Image:: ESA 
(https://www.esa.int/Safety_Security/ESA_and_the_United_Nations_team_up_for_space_debris)

Altitude: ~36,000 km
Velocity: 11,000 km/hr (3 km/sec)
Orbit: Matches Earth rotation

Altitude: 200-2,000 km
Velocity: 28,000 km/hr (7-8 km sec)
Orbit: 90 minutes

• More than 36,500 objects larger than 10cm. Only 5,300 of them are active satellites*

• Collisions can produce large quantities of orbital debris that can remain as threats for centuries

• Even very small debris can destroy active satellites or endanger astronauts

* ESA, as of March 3, 2022.

Geostationary Orbit (GEO)Low-Earth Orbit (LEO)



No commercial industry on Earth is built on single use and disposal
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Research & 
Development

Test & 
Manufacture Sales Operations Post-sales Servicing and Support 

(Refueling, Repair, Insurance, Maintenance)

Automobile / Aircraft / Marine Vessel Value Chain

Research & 
Development

Test & 
Manufacture Launch Operations

Spacecraft Value Chain
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No post-sales servicing and support
Debris Removal, Situational Awareness, Life Extension, 
Orbit Adjustments, Refueling, Maintenance and Repair

Reliable and affordable maintenance and repair services
reduce costs, maintain operating environment and make a commercial ecosystem possible

On-orbit servicing is the key to the development of a commercial space economy 

Space shouldn’t be any different.



what steps are commercial actors taking to promote 
responsible behaviour in connection with RPO?
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Industry is working on developing standards for transparency and safety

• More than 50 member companies from across the globe
• Primary objectives:

• Advocate and promote on-orbit satellite servicing
• Develop proposals of industry-led standards
• Engage with governments on policy and oversight of satellite servicing activities.

Publications
• CONFERS Guiding Principles (Revised October 2021)
• CONFERS Recommended Design and Operational Practices (Revised October 2021)
• CONFERS Lexicon Paper (Updated 3 Oct 2020)
• CONFERS On-Orbit Satellite Servicing Mission Phases (Updated 1 Oct 2019)

ISO Standards
• ISO 24330 “Space systems — Rendezvous and Proximity Operations and On Orbit Servicing

https://www.satelliteconfers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/CONFERS-Guiding-Principles_Revised-Oct-21.pdf
https://www.satelliteconfers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/CONFERS_Operating_Practices_Revised-Oct-21.pdf
https://www.satelliteconfers.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/CONFERS-Lexicon-Paper-100320.docx
https://www.satelliteconfers.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/OOS_Mission_Phases.pdf


ELSA-d mission
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Servicer
Satellite equipped with a sensor 
suite, RPO technologies, & a 
ferromagnetic capture 
mechanism
175 kg

Client
Replica debris/defunct satellite 
equipped with ferromagnetic 
docking plate & unique fiducial 
pattern
17 kg

Capture System
Magnetic capture system
Extends towards client Docking Plate (DP)

Magnetic capture point



ADRAS-J Mission | Observation in Phase 1; Removal in Phase 2

Mission:  
Approach and inspect Japanese upper stage 

to assess current state, in order to inform 
and support planning for future debris 

removal efforts

Phase I:
JAXA contracted awarded to Astroscale

Approach, observe and fly around an 
upper stage rocket body in order to 

support future debris removal

Phase II (potential):
Commercial Removal of Debris 
Demonstration (CRD2) mission 

contracted as Public-Private Partnership;

Selected as  a contract partner for Front-
Loading Technology Study

Commercial removal of debris demonstration (CRD2) is the world's first technology demonstration of removing large-scale 
debris from orbit by JAXA.  This project is launched in collaboration with private sector, aiming to commercialize space debris 
removal and develop new markets for private business.
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What actions should States take to ensure such
activities are not regarded as threats?



Transparency measures

Licensing: Guidelines on a License to Operate a Spacecraft Performing On-Orbit Servicing

• Issued Nov 2021 by National Space Policy Secretariat Cabinet Office, Japan under its Space Activity Law
• Provide supplementary requirements for OOS for a mission license, respecting the need for considerable 

transparency in licensing OOS missions
• Transparency requirement for both GOJ and operators:

• Confirmation of consent of  the client object
• Respect for regulations of the state of registry/license
• Information disclosures for ensured transparency

• Notification and reporting of the operation
• Providing information in emergencies

For more information:
https://www8.cao.go.jp/space/english/activity/documents/guideline_oosgl.pdf



www.astroscale.com

The opportunity is clear. 

The time to act is now.  


